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Following the establishment of the so-called Caliphate, global mainstream discourse portrayed ISIS as a terrorist organization that justifies violence in a uniquely Islamic manner. This paper joins the circle of academic studies which challenge this misconception and claims that, contrary to the common assumption, ISIS and Western secular governments justify violence against each other through the same logic, by resorting to the notion of the sacred. Manifested through forms and symbols, the sacred constitutes structures of meaning that inform social practices and draw to themselves social collectives based on emotional identification. The sacred has power relations intrinsic because it provides people with normative claims regarding social practices. ISIS appropriates the Islamic sacred forms of ummah (collective Islamic identity) and Caliphate (legitimate governing authority), and argues they define a Muslim at an existential level. Projecting the ummah as humiliated by Western hegemony, ISIS claims that all Muslims have been dishonored by Western supremacy and calls upon them to engage in violence and self-destruction in order to gain meaningfulness, honor and recognition. In the West, sacred forms such as reason, civility and humanity define the public sphere as the secular sacred space and popular sovereignty as the secular collective identity. Based on humanity as a double-standard notion, Western secular societies clearly demarcate their communities of humans from the Other, the subhuman, and justify violence against the latter based on self-defense. Essentially, ISIS and Western secular governments justify violence against each other by means of the same logic characteristic of human societies in general.

In contrast to the understanding of the sacred as religious, the notion here is approached based on its symbolic functions. Durkheim claimed that the sacred and the profane, the former’s radical opposite, represent fundamental parts of the social collective’s imagined reality which clearly differentiated what practices are possible, allowed, desired or unnecessary. Thus, he emphasized that, the distinction between the two concepts is absolute, yet heterogeneous, and that people who identify with sacred forms are morally bound to each other and share “definite obligations of assistance”. As a revision of Durkheim’s work, cultural sociology defines the sacred as a heterogeneous, historically contingent phenomenon experienced by its adherents as a non-contingent, absolute reality that is separated from mundane life. According to Gordon Lynch, sacred forms and symbols endow social existence with a normative character, and they attract individuals by means of emotional identification, as well as moral sentiments. Lynch deems imperative to understand the specific experiences that certain sacred forms condone in particular historical contexts.

**ISIS’s notion of the ‘sacred’**

**Defining the sacred in ISIS discourse**

ISIS justifies its violence by drawing upon Islamic sacred forms, in particular, the concepts of the Caliphate and the ummah. For Muslims worldwide, the notion of the Caliphate designates a sacred space which, Eliade noted, has an existential meaning for the religious person. A sacred space entails the conceptual detachment of a territory from its surrounding cosmic environment and bestowing upon it a qualitative difference. The ummah, ISIS claims, can exist only within a Caliphate. Since the sacred designates the absolute, non-contingent reality of an individual, living in a sacred space equates to living in the objective reality, in contrast to the subjective reality of the profane. A good exemplification of ISIS’s claim to the sacred space of the Caliphate is the flattening of the border between Syria and Iraq. This was carried out as a symbolic act meant to end the subjective neocolonial world order – the border was created as a result of the Sykes-Picot agreement which was forged by France and the UK at the end of World War I when both countries
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carved up the Ottoman Caliphate into zones of influence under the disguise of “artificial, arbitrary and conflict-laden borders”.

By taking down the border which symbolized subjective reality, ISIS installed in its place the Caliphate which was meant to represent an absolute, non-contingent reality.

**Social identification with the sacred in ISIS discourse**

The crux of ISIS’s rhetoric lies in the collective identification process with the ummah that the group calls for. The *ummah* symbolizes the collective identity of Muslims. This process, Irm Haleem explains, is based on the identification of people with the *ummah*, wherein the identity of the self becomes, by extension, the identity of the collective. This, she argues, further implies that “any reference to the self is also a reference to the collective, and any reference to the collective – as in broad references to ‘Islam’, ‘victory for Islam’ and the like – are references also to the individual.”

This circular relation between the individual and the collective lies at the core of ISIS’s justifications for violence, as it succeeds in intermeshing individuals from different backgrounds into the same fight – against dishonour, humiliation and meaninglessness. An important characteristic of the *ummah*, which also plays a central role in the rhetoric of ISIS, is honor. By fighting for the honor of the *ummah*, the individual also fights for his self-interest. In contrast to rational choice theory, Fierke conceptualizes self-interest in the case of the individual acting for the ummah through the lens of social ontology. She explains that “self-interest arises from an entirely different grounding of the self, in a social world of others in which welfare of the self cannot be separated from that of the community as a whole.”

This constructed circularity also allows the individual to justify his own humiliation and dishonor in society through the lens of the *ummah*.

**The notion of the sacred justifying ISIS’s cosmic violence**

By constructing its rhetoric around the sacred, all of ISIS’s violent acts are framed into a cosmic war narrative. As the group claimed “there is no grayzone in this crusade against the Islamic State”, the enemy is satanized, because “it rejects one’s moral or spiritual position”, “holds the power to annihilate one’s community, culture, and oneself”, “its victory would be unthinkable” and “there seems no way to defeat the enemy in human terms.” This makes the enemy a cosmic evil force that is, in essence, faceless. This explains, according to Juergensmeyer, “why so many terrorist acts have targeted ordinary people – individuals whom most observers would regard as innocent victims”.

Another important takeaway from the conceptualization of a cosmic warfare is that its imaginary contains the “victorious triumph” which is a “grand moment of social and personal transformation, transcending all worldly limitations”. The claim to be a part of a revelatory and new-world-order-project provides ISIS’s adherents with a sense of dignity, greatness and glory.

Regarding the justifications for the act of so-called suicide bombing, Haleem provides a two-fold explanation which emerges as an extension of the circular collective and individual identification with the *ummah*. Haleem adapts the Hegelian master-slave dialectic in the context of Islamist extremism to show how self-destruction is, on the one hand, a means of negating the master and, on the other hand, a self-transcendent victory. According to her, “the logic of negating the masters through an act of self-destruction has two components: killing the self (the Hegelian slave); and killing the other (the Gilgameshian master).”

The first dimension, she argues, comes as a consequence of the master-slave dialectic, whereby “there can be no master without a slave” and wherein “death (self-destruction)” is linked with “freedom (which is ‘recognition’ in the Hegelian sense)”. The second
dimension is related to the “killing of the other” whereby the radical Islamist exploits the “master’s vulnerability in such a way so as to equalize the power differentials between the self and the master”.19 In the official recounting of the Paris attacks in November 2015, ISIS claimed that “the eight knights [here referring to the eight ISIS members who detonated themselves] brought Paris down on its knees, after years of French conceit in the face of Islam”.20 Here, all three of Haleem’s conceptualizations can be seen as valid.

Western secular notion of the ‘sacred’

Defining the sacred in Western secular discourse

Unlike secularism and secularization, which are political projects, the secular as espoused by Talal Asad has larger ramifications by directing all social, political and economic actions in the modern world. In fact, the secular lies at the basis of modernity itself, an idea also delineated by Timothy Fitzgerald and Charles Taylor. For Asad, the secular is an “epistemic category” which developed across time and which is neither a continuation of religion nor a legacy of its end.21 Using the genealogical method, he works his way back through the Western European history and the colonial encounter in order to understand how the secular was constructed, enacted and stripped of its historical circumstances.22 The essentialization of meaning which emerged in the aftermath of specific historical events marked the sacred forms and symbols of the secular. The Renaissance provided the doctrine of humanism and the model of the “universal man” as inspired by ancient Greek thinking23, and the Enlightenment brought about the essential guidelines of modernity24 — reason, progress and nature.25 Similarly, the notion of civility and the ancestor of today’s concept of civilization, expanded into politeness in the eighteenth century, to this day, remains one of the main characteristics of western societies.26 This is also visible in the anti-ISIS rhetoric: “Paris shows us: The response to barbarism cannot be more barbarism. It must be civilization.”27

Most importantly, the Reformation process transformed religion into faith as a matter of direct relationship between the individual and God. This eventually led to the individual becoming a sacred person, whereby the ultimate truth was represented by his subjectivity,28 thus triggering the process of the democratic subjectification.29 Simultaneously, the Reformation initiated the discursive process which created today’s concept of religion as an interior and individual experience of faith.30 The essentialization of religion is, I believe, one of the most important conceptualizations of modernity itself, for it helped create the secular sacred space: the public sphere.31 Taylor conceived the public sphere in metaphorical terms as the place where members of the society are meant to come together to form the common, rational mind to guide the government.32 For Taylor, modernity is secular not because religion is absent, but because religion comes to occupy a different space that perfectly complements the public sphere where all social action takes place.33 It is in this context that ISIS appears to shake the conceptual foundation of the secular by espousing a version of religion which supersedes the realm of spirituality and piety. It is on these terms that Obama made the following comment regarding the shootings commanded by the ISIS in San Bernardino, USA, in December 2015: “ISIL [another term used for ISIS] does not speak for Islam. They are thugs and killers. Part of a cult of death.”34
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Social identification with the sacred in Western secular discourse

For Western secular societies, the collective identity is associated with the collective agency that emerges from the public sphere. Taylor dismissed the idea that the modern social order is represented by the ascent of individualism to the detriment of community. To him, the new sociality of modernity is informed by “the society of mutual benefit, whose functional differentiations are ultimately contingent and whose members are fundamentally equal”. According to Taylor, this new type of sociality takes two mutually constitutive forms – the public sphere and the popular sovereignty. The public sphere and popular sovereignty are constituted by rational, free and equal individuals. By virtue of their traits, these individuals act together as the collective agency which informs political power. Because the social identification process with the popular sovereignty is also a circular process, individuals not only transfer their traits to the collective identity, but they also individually identify with the attributes of the collective. Charles Taylor named the individual identity informed by the secular collective as the buffered self. This modern, buffered self is characterized as liberated from and invulnerable to the fears associated with “demons, spirits and magic forces,” and capable of exercising autonomy over one’s life and providing oneself with self-control and a sense of purpose in life. According to Taylor, the negative side to this sense of self represents the ‘exclusive humanism’ that the absolute anchoring of the self in the secular, profane world helped create. This desensitizes the individual to anything beyond the rational world.

A good example of the social repercussions of “exclusive humanism” is colonialism and its foundational “us”-“them” binary. As such, the category of “us” included people who had the right to judge, order and improvise, while the category of “them” included people who, based on their reference for determining who could be treated control and a sense of purpose in life. To him, the new sociality of modernity is informed by “the society of mutual benefit, whose functional differentiations are ultimately contingent and whose members are fundamentally equal”. According to Taylor, this new type of sociality takes two mutually constitutive forms – the public sphere and the popular sovereignty. The public sphere and popular sovereignty are constituted by rational, free and equal individuals. By virtue of their traits, these individuals act together as the collective agency which informs political power. Because the social identification process with the popular sovereignty is also a circular process, individuals not only transfer their traits to the collective identity, but they also individually identify with the attributes of the collective. Charles Taylor named the individual identity informed by the secular collective as the buffered self. This modern, buffered self is characterized as liberated from and invulnerable to the fears associated with “demons, spirits and magic forces,” and capable of exercising autonomy over one’s life and providing oneself with self-control and a sense of purpose in life. According to Taylor, the negative side to this sense of self represents the ‘exclusive humanism’ that the absolute anchoring of the self in the secular, profane world helped create. This desensitizes the individual to anything beyond the rational world. A good example of the social repercussions of “exclusive humanism” is colonialism and its foundational “us”-“them” binary. As such, the category of “us” included people who had the right to judge, order and improvise, while the category of “them” included people who, based on their reference for determining who could be treated

us”- the sacred humans who were characterized by humanity, and the other social community was “them” - the profane sub-humans who were either un-enlightened or barbaric.

Humanity as a double-standard concept

Due to the difference intrinsic to the concept of being human, humanity provided the point of reference for determining who could be treated inhumanely by virtue of being sub-human. Similarly to the case of ISIS, the enemy – the sub-humans – is satanized based on its projection as the opposite of “one’s moral and spiritual position” and an existential threat. This argument was central in the war on terror when Al-Qaeda members were associated with the profane and portrayed as “bitter and frustrated, marginal, weak and cowardly human beings”; “they were monsters, not men, and their actions had no principled rationale”. It remains so in the case of ISIS, as the group is often associated with fascism and an existential threat to the whole of the secular world.

Implications

The failure to understand ISIS as a social phenomenon, as opposed to a black swan problem, will perpetuate the alienating environment and rhetoric that created this imagined Other. Noam Chomsky noticed that most ISIS recruits from France came from oppressed neighborhoods where the low living standards inflicted them with a sense of humiliation and degradation that left them hopeless. As such, in order to curtail its success, it is important to acknowledge the social circumstances which amounted to the ISIS phenomenon and the way secular standards contributed to its legitimation. Moreover, another implication of this study represents the imperative to find appropriate solutions to counter ISIS and its affiliates. As shown, the use of drones, airpower,
military intervention and occupation have been demonstrated to have been the very catalysts of ISIS’s appeal to youth and disaffected Muslims worldwide. These policies seem to perpetuate the spiral of violence. Finally, there is a need to find inclusive approaches to hybrid identities and to reconsider sacred forms whose ambivalence and consequentialist dimensions have created more harm than good.
The study analyzes the role of women under the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), an extremist Islamist entity, which, according to popular opinion, has denied women agency due to its patriarchal and gendered nature. The research readresses this misperception by asserting that women are imperative to ISIS, which in turn grants them agency. In order to establish this, the study incorporates Anthony Giddens’ duality of structures, and Irm Haleem’s analysis of the ummah and the caliphate. The research looks at ISIS’s official discourse to understand women’s roles within the entity as (i) mothers and wives, (ii) victims, and (iii) as combatants and facilitators. Building on the roles conceptualized, the study reasons that women possess dual agency under ISIS. The emergence of agency can be explained by the internalization of the said roles, followed by action. Within ISIS, agency also serves to validate the existence of the caliphate by strengthening the ummah. Women contribute to the ummah firstly, through procreating, indoctrinating the future generations with values of the caliphate, and, through complementing and bolstering the roles of the men as defenders of the ummah. Furthermore, the women of ISIS also seek legitimate authority, self-representation and self-governance under the caliphate, which is no less similar to what the men who perform their respective roles as defenders of the ummah seek to achieve. The study concludes that, despite the evident patriarchy and gendered construction of roles within the group, the women of ISIS do possess agency, due to their criticality within ISIS’s ummah and due to their centrality in the establishment of the caliphate.

The analysis explains the roles of women under ISIS predominantly through the works of Anthony Giddens and Irm Haleem. The analysis will link Giddens’ duality of structures, which accounts for the functioning of social systems and the emerging agency to Haleem’s analysis of the ummah and the caliphate – two concepts that have been used by radical Islamist groups to justify their employment of violence. Here, the concept of the ‘essence’ is key to Haleem’s argument that “…there is nothing distinctly Islamic about Islamist extremism.” Haleem refers to the essence of a phenomenon as, “the characteristics that remain the same despite the existence of many other variations of the phenomenon.” In this research, essence, then, refers to the inherent characteristics of the roles and subsequent agency of women under ISIS regardless of ‘contextual and temporal variations’. The research is also based on the idea that the roles assigned to women during pre-war and wartime societies are more or less similar. This is in line with Rupp’s comparison of the construction of roles for women through propaganda in Nazi Germany with those of wartime United States, which reveals a stark similarity in the traditional role that is assigned to women in these two cases, namely, that of homemaker. Building on this comparison, it can be said that the designation of traditional roles to women in times of war can also be seen in ISIS’s narratives as well.

The research also draws upon Rupp’s notion of the universality of sexual asymmetry in human communities, to explain inequalities between the roles assigned to men and women under ISIS. In this sense, gender inequalities, patriarchy and the subordination of women to men is nothing unique to ISIS. Rupp argues that these phenomena are universally present to varying degrees within different societies. Drawing on this assertion, the research looks beyond sexual asymmetry to understand the criticality of the multiple roles ISIS assigns to women in its discourse. Within this theoretical framework, official ISIS publications, such as Dabiq (the official online magazine), Women of the Islamic State: A Manifesto by the Al-Khanssaa Brigade and the speeches of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, are used to elucidate the structure of
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women’s roles and agency.

The Duality of Structures: The Islamic State, the ummah and the implications for women

The social system – the Caliphate or the Islamic State

Giddens refers to the social system as a society or an entity that is both empirically observable and constituted of social practices that link people across space and time. Here, the social system represents the caliphate as a system of governance; with a focus on law, defence and the expansion of religion. In particular, ISIS seeks the establishment of the caliphate as a social system – portraying it as a legitimate authority – whilst justifying violence. The caliphate then becomes the ultimate goal for ISIS, and it encapsulates ISIS’s identity as the Islamic State.

The structure – the ummah as the collective

Giddens asserts that the existence of social systems, in this case the caliphate, is dependent upon its constituent structures. The argument here is that the ummah is the predominant structure of the caliphate that unites the members of ISIS into a collective body. The ummah is the core of the caliphate based on Haleem’s analysis of the notion as representing collective consciousness. In this case, Haleem reasons that the ummah represents “a sense of identity of the individual that is inseparable from the sense of the identity of the collective that the individual belongs to.” Thus, the concept of collective responsibility or duty ties the individual (men and women) to the collective, or, in the case of ISIS, to the broader ummah.

The rules as gendered roles – sex roles and the sexual division of labour

ISIS relies on rules within the structure of the ummah to make the social system (the caliphate) a reality. This correlates with Giddens’ definition of structures as “rules and resources organized as properties of social systems.” In my analysis, I refer to the rules as specialized roles assigned to the members of the ummah (women in particular). These specialized roles are constructed based on a primitive divide between the two sexes that in turn benefits the social system (caliphate). Broadly, men act as defenders of the ummah, while women specifically are relegated to being mothers, wives, combatants and facilitators.

Putting the roles into practice – the women as resources and agents

While observing Giddens’ analysis of the link between social systems and structures, it can be said that the notion of the ummah becomes a reality through the agents (both men and women). Thus, internalization and practice, based on the roles within the structure ensures the ‘repeated enactment of structures’ or the ummah. In this sense, women specifically act as the agents of the structure, and also as resources for the structure that perpetuate its existence.

The Roles for Women within the Structure of the ummah

Women as mothers and wives – children and stable households for the ummah

First, the role of women as mothers is to ensure that the ummah (Giddens’ structure) grows in numbers through child bearing and gendered indoctrination of the offspring. Gendered indoctrination implies the role of women as mothers who guide the male and female offspring to perform their own specialized roles for the progression of the ummah. Second, the women as wives are to make ‘the killing machine more efficient’ by providing the men with a stable household and sexual intimacy– thereby facilitating their role in waging jihad.
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Women as victims – the protector and the protected

ISIS’s discourse often portrays women (mothers, wives, sisters and daughters) as victims in their various manifestations to mobilize men to wage jihad. In this sense, men are the defenders of the ummah or protectors, with the ummah also constituted of the women, who need protection. The construction of women in ISIS’s discourse also represents the construction of a dichotomy between men as life-takers (violent) and women as life-givers (non-violent). In addition, the construction of men’s roles as the protector in ISIS discourse mobilizes the men to fight jihad and to guard their women from the enemy, in addition to simply defending the caliphate.

Women as combatants and facilitators – temporary transgressions for the ummah

ISIS’s discourse makes it permissible for women to defend the ummah by waging jihad, if men are unable to do so. This role is constructed as a temporary transgression, reminding women that their broader and more critical roles are as mothers and wives. In addition, women are also assigned secondary roles, such as doctors and teachers, for other women, an assignment which is nested within the notion of gender segregation. Both of these roles, as broad public services, contribute to supplementing the ummah, by keeping gender segregation intact, and by making it stronger.

Agency for Women with the Islamic State and the ummah: An Analysis

The research views the caliphate as the social system which consists of a predominant structure that is the gendered ummah. The women within the ummah are bound by specific rules, which broadly represent their functions or roles within the social structures. Each of these rules, envisioned as broad roles (mothers, wives, victims, combatants and facilitators) are fundamentally critical to the existence of the ummah, and by extension, the caliphate as well. According to Giddens, while theories of structuration have previously opposed human agency, structures and agency presuppose each other. In this sense, the study builds on the roles conceptualized, while reasoning that women possess dual agency under ISIS.

Firstly, agency emerges from the internalization of the aforementioned roles and action based upon them, which ascertains the existence of the caliphate through strengthening the ummah. In this sense, women contribute to the ummah through procreation and indoctrination of the future generations with the values of the caliphate (strength of the ummah in numbers), providing services as doctors and teachers to the members of the ummah, and by complementing and bolstering the roles of the men as defenders of the ummah (through being portrayed as victims who need protection while providing a stable household for the men and offspring). Moreover, this conception of agency is equally applicable within the minor exceptions where it is permissible for women to act as the defenders of the ummah. Secondly, women under ISIS possess agency because they are seeking the same ends as men fighting jihad: legitimate authority, self-representation and self-governance.

Implications

The study leads towards three critical factors that address common misperceptions and generalizations regarding the roles and participation of women under ISIS. The first vital implication is that multiple studies conducted on women within ISIS have largely focused on their recruitment through social media and the consequent appeal. In this regard, the role of women after they have joined ISIS has been understudied in comparison. Moreover, these studies have recognized that in certain cases, women do make the conscious decision to join ISIS. However, their roles after joining the entity are referred to being limited officially and thus, represent a disavowal of agency. This study readdresses such claims by establishing the imperative of women’s roles under the entity. The second misconception relates to structural
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gender inequalities between the roles ISIS assigns to men and women. Due to the inherent gender inequalities, the roles of women under ISIS are perceived as misogynist and repressive. Viewing the women of ISIS as “nothing more than instruments of male leadership”\textsuperscript{22} prevents further understanding on the motivations of their participation. In this sense, the study argues that such broad simplifications undermine the importance of women to ISIS, and their subsequent agency. In this regard, certain claims have focused on the ‘divinely’ limited role of women in most extremist Islamist entities.\textsuperscript{23} The argument in this study affirms that instead of being limited, the roles are specialized, where women are integral to the functioning and survival of ISIS.

Lastly, the study notes the predominant role of men within ISIS as defenders of the ummah, who are waging jihad. It argues that since this role of men is perceived as integral towards establishing the caliphate, then the same notion applies to the roles of women as well. In this sense, women are not agentless actors, being forced to perform their roles of mothers, wives, victims, combatants and facilitators. Women do participate in ISIS through these roles for the achievement of specific political ends and goals as well.\textsuperscript{24} Thus, the women who continue to be a part of ISIS perform these roles for the same ends as the men.\textsuperscript{25}


\textsuperscript{24} Gowrinathan, “The Women of ISIS,” Foreign Affairs.

\textsuperscript{25} The notion of ‘same ends as the men’ relates to critical concepts of ‘legitimate authority’, ‘self-representation’ and ‘self-governance.'
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